Abstract-This paper presents a novel distributed control strategy that enables multi-target exploration while ensuring a time-varying connected topology in both 2D and 3D cluttered environments. Flexible continuous connectivity is guaranteed by gradient descent on a monotonic potential function applied on the algebraic connectivity (or Fiedler eigenvalue) of a generalized interaction graph. Limited range, line-of-sight visibility, and collision avoidance are taken into account simultaneously by weighting of the graph Laplacian. Completeness of the multitarget visiting algorithm is guaranteed by using a decentralized adaptive leader selection strategy and a suitable scaling of the exploration force based on the direction alignment between exploration and connectivity force and the traveling efficiency of the current leader. Extensive MonteCarlo simulations with a group of several quadrotor UAVs show the practicability, scalability and effectiveness of the proposed method.
achieve maximum flexibility (links can be continuously broken and restored) while preserving at any time the fundamental ability of establishing a multi-hop communication channel between any two robots in the group. In particular, the method that we present here falls in this last challenging category.
Connectivity maintenance and parallelization are often antithetical objectives, therefore it is not sufficient to directly plug a pure connectivity maintenance strategy into an exploration one. The fixed-topology centralized method presented in [6] is able to maintain, using a virtual chain of mobile antennas, the communication between a ground station and a single mobile robot visiting a given sequence of target points. The method is further refined in [11] . A similar problem is addressed in [7] with a partially centralized method where a linear program is solved at every step of motion in order to mix the derivative of the second smallest eigenvalue of a weighted Laplacian (also known as algebraic connectivity, or Fiedler eigenvalue) and the k-connectivity of the system.
A line-of-sight communication model is considered in [10] , where a centralized approach, based on polygonal decomposition of the known environment, is used to address the problem of deploying a group of roving robots while achieving periodical connectivity. The case of periodical connectivity is also considered in [3] and [12] . The first paper optimally solves the problem of patrolling a set of points to be visited as often as possible. The second presents an heuristic algorithm exploiting the concept of implicit coordination.
Continuous connectivity between a group of robots exploring a 2D unknown environment and a single base station is considered in [13] . Their proposed exploration methodology, similar to the one presented in [2] , is integrated with a centralized algorithm running on the base station solving a variant of the Steiner Minimum Tree Problem. An extension of this approach to heterogeneous teams is presented in [8] . Continuous connectivity, with application to multi-human/multirobot cooperation, is also considered in [9] . In this work the introduction of a sensor-based weighted Laplacian allows to distributively and analytically compute the anti-gradient of the generalized Fiedler eigenvalue, preventing any collision and ensuring the stability of the system w.r.t. external control inputs. Apart for the last one, all these methods have been applied only to 2D environments.
In these notes we introduce a novel formal method to simultaneously ensure multi-target visiting and continuous connectivity. At the best of our knowledge, this is the first method exhibiting all together the following features: i) full decentralization, ii) allowing for more than one robot to visit different targets at the same time, iii) allowing for any number of ground stations at the same time, iv) applicability to both 2D and 3D cluttered environments v) ensuring collision avoidance vi) taking into account both range and line-of-sight sensor model vii) stability of the controlled dynamical system, and viii) completeness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. II provides a formal description of the problem of interest. The proposed algorithm is then thoroughly explained in Secs. III and IV. In Sec. V we report the results of extensive Monte Carlo simulations and Sec. VI concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
We consider a group of n robots operating in a 3D obstaclepopulated environment and denote with q i ∈ R 3 the position of a reference point of the i-th robot, i = 1 . . . n. We denote with O the set of obstacle points in the environment. Each robot i is endowed with a sensor that is able to measure the relative position q j − q i of another robot j w.r.t. itself provided that: i) q j − q i < R s , where R s is the maximum sensing range, and ii) min ς∈[0,1],o∈O q i + ς(q j − q i ) − o ≥ R o , i.e., the line segment connecting q i to q j is at least at a distance R o > 0 far away from any obstacle point. The two conditions account for two common characteristics of exteroceptive sensors, namely, the presence of a limited sensing range R s , and the need of a line-of-sight visibility. We also assume that if the ith robot can measure q j − q i then it can also communicate with the j-th robot. This assumption is justified by the fact that communication typically uses wireless technology which usually has a broader range than range sensing and does not need visibility to work. We denote with N i (t) the set of robots whose relative position can be measured by the i-th robot at time t and we call them the neighbors of the i-th robot.
A motion-control loop is running for the i-th robot that lets q i track anyC 2 trajectory with a small tracking error. This is again a well-justified approximation for almost all the robotic platforms of interest and it will be also supported in our simulation results. Therefore we can model the dynamics of q i with the following second order system:
where M i ∈ R 3×3 is the positive definite inertia matrix of robot i and B i is a positive definite damping matrix that may represent both typical friction phenomena (e.g., wind/atmosphere drag in the case of aerial robots) and a stabilization term for the robotic system. The vectors v i and f i represent the velocity of the robot and the control force, respectively.
Consider the time-varying interaction graph defined as G(t) = (V, E(t)), where V = {1, . . . , n} and E(t) = {(i, j) | j ∈ N i (t)}. We recall that a graph G is connected if it contains a path from i to j for every pair (i, j) ∈ V 2 . Connectivity of G is a prerequisite for many distributed algorithms (see, e.g., the consensus and flooding, just to name a few), and allows a robot to communicate with any other robot in the network by only using a suitable routing strategy.
We consider a generic decentralized multi-robot task running a separate instance on each robot whose internal objective and methodology can be of any sort. Each instance of the algorithm produces an output (possibly online) in the form of a list of desired locations that the robot is in charge of visiting in the presented order. We generically refer to each instance as target generator and we assume that the connectivity of G(t) is a prerequisite for the decentralized algorithm to properly work. We also assume that the portion of the map needed to reach the next location from the current position q i (t) is provided by the i-th target generator to the i-th robot.
This generic 'black-boxed' model may represent, thanks to its abstractness, a large variety of multi-robot coordination algorithms, such as a pursuit-evasion- [14] , patrolling- [3] , exploration- [2] , mobile-ad-hoc-networking- [6] , and localization and mapping algorithm. Depending on the particular application, the locations in the lists may, e.g., represent: i) view-points from where to perform the sensorial acquisitions, ii) coordinates of objects that have to be picked up, iii) positions of some base stations located in the environment. In many of the state-of-the-art algorithms that solve these problems connectivity is a prerequisite to properly fuse the information collected by each robot, e.g., in order to map, localize, and decide the next strategic targets.
We formally denote with (z This quantity may represent, with reference to the previous examples, the time i) needed to perform a full sensorial acquisition, ii) necessary to pick up an object, or iii) required to upload/download some information from a base station.
Finally, it is also specified an average cruise speed s i that should be maintained by a robot during the transfer from a point to the next one.
Given this modeling, the main problem addressed in this work can be formulated as follows Problem 1. Design a feedbackcontrol law f 1 , . . . , f n that is a decentralized (i.e., f i depends only on the information that is locally available to the i-th robot) and such that the closedloop trajectory
) has the following properties for any i = 1 . . . n:
for every t > 0 and j = 1 . . . n, with j = i;
is obstacle-free for every t > 0; Connectivity: if G(0) is connected then G(t) can freely change while staying connected for every t > 0; Target visiting: given R z > 0, a time sequence exists 0 < a t
III. CONNECTIVITY MAINTENANCE
The proposed control strategy has the following additive structure:
where f λ i is a control term, called connectivity force, that enforces the first three requirements of Problem 1 by using the established method that has been presented in [9] , and f z i is a control term, called target force, which ensures the fulfillment of the last requirement of Problem 1 and is thoroughly illustrated in Sec. IV.
The main conceptual steps behind the computation of f λ i
can be summarized as follows 1 1) Define an auxiliary weighted graph G λ (t) = (V, E λ , W ), where W is a symmetric nonnegative n×n matrix whose entry W ij represents the weight of the edge (i, j) and, as usual, (i, j) ∈ E λ ⇔ W ij > 0. 2) Design every weight W ij as a smooth function of q i , q j , and the obstacle points surrounding q i and q j , with the property that W ij is 0 if and only if at least one of the following conditions is verified:
from above, where λ 2 is the Fiedler eigenvalue of the (symmetric and positive semi-definite) Laplacian matrix From a formal point of view, the anti-gradient of V λ for the i-th robot takes the form
Moreover, if the formal expression of V λ and W are known then (3) can be analytically computed by using the following formula [16] ,
where ν 2i is the i-th component of the normalized eigenvector of L associated to λ 2 . In order to have a fully decentralized computation of f λ i , the robots perform a distributed estimation of both λ 2 (t) and ν 2i (t), ∀i = 1 . . . n, as shown in [16] . In [9] the authors prove also the passivity (and then the stability) of the system w.r.t.
In order to define the weights W ij consider the following
As suggested in [9] , in this work we choose 1 We refer the interested reader to [9] for more theoretical details. the weights as W ij = a ij b ij c i c j with c i = {k|d ik ≤Rs} c ik and
where
, β a = −α a R s and similar for α b , β b , α c and β c . The constants k a , k b , k c are in our work chosen to be 1.
The potential used in this work is also the one suggested in [9] , i.e.,
is a free parameter such that the force f λ i is null for every λ 2 > λ null 2 and k λ is a constant. We also chose here k λ = 1.
IV. TARGET-VISITING ALGORITHM
In this section we describe in detail the distributed algorithm that controls the motion behavior of the generic i-th robot and, in particular, how the remaining term f z i in (2) is actually computed. This term is designed to enforce the fulfillment of the target visiting requirement of Problem 1, while still guaranteeing a stable and decentralized behavior of the group and is the main novelty in this work.
The instance of the distributed algorithm running on the i-th robot is split into two concurrent subroutines that ease both the description process and its intelligibility. The first is a logical loop acting like a server that 'processes' one-by-one the targets provided, possibly online, by the target generator (compare Algorithm 1). The second is a motion control loop (compare Algorithm 2) whose goal is to continuously compute and set the control force f i , depending on the motion behavior that is selected by the logical loop. The two algorithms have a set of shared local variables in common 2 formally introduced in the following.
The shared local variable powerOn acts as a simple power button: if powerOn is true then both loops run, otherwise they stop. The shared local variable tID denotes the index of the current target z tID i that the robot is either waiting to receive from the target generator or actually approaching/visiting. The shared local variable γ i represents aC 2 geometric path that leads to z tID i . If the robot is not processing any target then no path is actually used, therefore γ i is set to null. The motion behavior that defines which control law has to be used to compute the target force f z i (and, as a consequence, the total force f i ) is defined by the following three shared local boolean variables: {zeroTargetForce, pathTracking, primePrerogative}. A formal definition of how f z i is computed in every case is given in Sec. IV-B. However we want to give here a qualitative description of the four possible behaviors. In fact, because of the way these variables are evaluated (compare Algorithm 2), only four combinations of the three variables are actually relevant (out of the eight that are possible).
• (1st motion behavior: 'connector') If zeroTargetForce = true then f z i = 0, i.e., f i is simply equal to the connectivity force f (3rd motion behavior: 'prime traveler') If primePrerogative = true, the robot implements the force to follow the path and distributively broadcasts its own velocity/position traveling efficiency. Only one prime traveler is allowed at a time in a group; (4th motion behavior: 'secondary traveler') If primePrerogative = false, the robot receives the traveling efficiency of the prime traveler and must adaptively scale down its tracking force if it becomes too low. Qualitatively speaking, this ensures that the prime traveler will always be able to reach its target. All the shared local variables are initialized in the Proce- dure Initialization and Start, which is also responsible to start the two concurrent subroutines. In particular, since zeroTargetForce is initially set to true, the entry motion behavior is 'connector' for every robots. Additionally, only one robot must be initialized with primePrerogative equal to true (e.g., robot 1). In fact, this robot will immediately trigger a prime traveler election in Algorithm 1 in order to find the best prime traveler in the group, given the actual initial position of the robots and targets in the environment. In the following we describe in greater detail the execution of the the two loops, starting from Algorithm 1.
A. Logic Control Loop
In this section we describe in detail the execution of Algorithm 1. At the beginning of the loop (line 2) the generic i-th robot checks if a new target z tID i is provided by the target generator. If this is the case then aC 2 shortest path γ i is computed that connects the robot's current position q i (t) with z tID i (line 3). This path is generated with a two-step optimization method: first we execute A * [17] on a discretized model of the known portion of the map and then we interpolate the way points obtained from A * with an obstacle-free Bspline.
We denote with q γ i (t) the point of γ i that is closest to q i (t), i.e., the solution of min p∈γi p − q i (t) . In general this problem could have more than one solution. Nevertheless if γ i is without cusps, not self-intersecting and q i (t) is close enough to γ i then this point is unique. We note that since γ i is a shortest path, it cannot be self-intersecting. Furthermore whenever the distance q γ i (t)−q i (t) is greater than a tunable parameter R γ then the robot recomputes a new path (see later at line 10). Therefore we can safely assume that the closest point is always unique. We call the path segment from q γ i (t) to z tID i the remaining path. We also define as d γ i (t) the length of the remaining path.
If (line 4) primePrerogative = true 3 then the robot triggers a prime traveler election among all the robots in the set Γ(t) = {j ∈ V | γ j = null}. The elected prime traveler is any robot with the shortest remaining path length, i.e., the one solving min j=Γ(t) d γ j (t). Notice that the prime traveler election can be performed in a distributed way [5] . After lines 6-7 the robot 3 We recall that one and only one robot has this flag set to true at the beginning of the task Trigger a distributed prime traveler election starts to behave either as a 'prime traveler' or a 'secondary traveler', depending on the fact that it was elected or not, respectively, i.e., on the value of primePrerogative after the election.
As already described, whenever the distance q γ i (t)−q i (t) becomes too large the robot recomputes the path from its current position q i (t) (line 10). Furthermore, the robot is allowed to take part to a distributed prime traveler election whenever this is triggered by the robot that is currently holding the primePrerogative (line 12).
When, at a certain moment, the distance to the target z tID i becomes smaller than R z (line 8) then the robot switches to the motion behavior 'anchor' by setting pathTracking to false and voiding the path γ i . In order to stop at the target for the required time, the robot then waits for a time period of ∆t tID i (line 15). After that time period is passed, the robot switches to the state 'connector' by setting zeroTargetForce to true, and increments by one the target counter tID in order to be ready for the next target.
At the next iteration in the big while loop that starts at line 1, if a new target is not immediately provided and primePrerogative = true (line 18) then the robot abdicates its right to be the prime traveler and triggers a prime traveler elections among the other robots (line 20).
B. Motion Control Loop
With reference to Algorithm 2, we describe now the motion control loop that runs concurrently to the logic one. At the beginning of the loop (line 2) the robot computes f λ i from (3). As explained in Sec. III this computation is performed in a totally distributed way. In order to apply the full force f i = f 
2) Anchors: If the robot is an 'anchor' (line 13) then the force f z i is designed as
where V 
3) Prime traveler and Secondary travelers :
This case is more complicated and its detailed description will take much longer than in the previous two cases. If a robot is traveling along path γ i (lines 7-11), the following controller is used:
where ρ i ∈ [0, 1] and f track (q i , γ, s i ) ∈ R 3 are both functions of the robot state and represent an adaptive gain and a PD+feedforward trajectory tracker, respectively. We recall that s i is the cruise speed suggested by the target generator, introduced in Sec. II.
The trajectory tracking force has the following form Note that the trajectory tracking force has the same expression for every kind of traveler (both prime and secondary). On the other hand, the adaptive gain ρ i is either set constantly 1, ] if the i-th robot is a 'secondary traveler'. We first give a qualitative motivation behind the design of ρ i and then a formal description of its computation.
Whenever a robot moves, it indirectly induces a certain connectivity force in all its neighbors. This is due to how f λ i is designed. This means that a robot always pulls and pushes its neighbors and therefore influences their actual motion. Our main goal in the design of ρ i is to let the current prime traveler reach its target without getting too much disturbed by all the other robots.
Since the 'connectors' have set f z i = 0 they cannot directly hinder the 'prime traveler' motion. In other words, a group made by all 'connectors' but the 'prime traveler' would always be pulled where the 'prime traveler' needs to go. The 'anchors' instead can block the 'primary traveler' because of how V Rz anchor is designed. Nevertheless this can happen only for a finite time, due to the presence of the timeout ∆t tID i . No timeout is instead present for the 'secondary travelers'. If ρ i was set to 1 also for every 'secondary traveler', they would endlessly pull towards their paths. Unfortunately, if many robots are collectively pulling in several directions inside a cluttered environment while also maintaining the connectivity, the motion could potentially fall into a local minimum where all the robots are stuck and nobody is able to reach its target.
Therefore, to guarantee the completeness of our algorithm (i.e., a local-minima-free evolution of the trajectories), the gain ρ i is designed in order to scale down the force f track (q i , γ i , s) of the 'secondary travelers' whenever either this force is pulling too much against the connectivity force or the 'primary traveler' is not able to efficiently track its path anymore.
In order to formally define these last two concepts we first introduce the functions Θ and Λ:
defined by:
where it must be x c < x M . If x and y are non-zero vectors then the function Θ(x, y) measures the direction alignment of the two vectors. In particular Θ(x, y) is 1 if x and y are parallel with the same direction, 1 2 if they are orthogonal, and 0 if they are parallel with opposite direction. Note that Θ(x, y) is the equivalent to 1 2 (1 + cos θ), where θ is the angle between x and y. Given three non-negative numbers x, x c , and x M , with x c < x M , the function Λ(x, x c , x M ) represents a measure of how much x is smaller than x M . If x < x c then x is small enough, therefore Λ is set to 1. If x ∈ [x c , x M ] then Λ goes strictly monotonically from 1 to 0. If x > x M then Λ is set to 0.
Having introduced these two functions, we define the force direction alignment of the i-th robot as
which can be locally computed by the i-th robot. The quantity Θ i represents an index in [0, 1] that tells how much the connectivity force and the target force agree in their directions.
If the i-th robot is a traveler, we also define the traveling efficiency as
where α Λ ∈ [0, 1] and 0 ≤ e c < e M < ∞. The constant parameter α Λ modulates the importance of the position tracking error w.r.t. the velocity tracking error in the error
The other two constant parameters e c and e M represent the critical error at which the traveling efficiency Λ i starts to decrease and the maximum tolerated error at which the traveling efficiency becomes identically zero. Note that even if the definition of Λ i holds for every traveler, for our particular purposes the only traveling efficiency that we are interested in is the one of the 'prime traveler', denoted from now on with Λ l .
Unfortunately the traveling efficiency of the 'prime traveler' is not in general locally available to every robot in the group, and therefore a decentralized algorithm has to be used in order to propagate it. Out of many possible choices we opted for using a consensus based propagation [18] , described in the following.
Denote withΛ 
and consequently define
It is easy to show that ρ i is a smooth function of Θ i andΛ i l and has the following envisaged properties (see Fig. 2 ): 4 Regardless of its motion behavior, i.e., connector, anchor, prime traveler, or secondary traveler. 
Summarizing, ρ i mixes the information of both the force direction alignment and the traveling efficiency of the 'prime traveler' with more emphasis either on the first or on the second term, depending on the value of the parameter σ. Nevertheless, independently from the value of σ, a boundary value for the traveling efficiency of the 'prime traveler' (either 0 or 1) always corresponds to the same boundary value for ρ i .
C. Discussion on Stability and Completeness
Due to the lack of space and since the main focus of this paper is on the algorithmic aspects of the method, we omit here a formal analysis of the system stability under the proposed control law. Nevertheless, from an empirical point of view, the extensive set of simulations that we conducted have always shown a remarkable stable behavior of the proposed control law. Intuitively, this behavior is mainly due to the fact that the force f z i is designed in such a way that it always introduces an upper bounded amount of energy in the system. Since this is also the case of the force f λ i (see [9] ), the overall system resulting by the interconnection with Σ results also in a passive (and then stable) system.
Conversely, the completeness of the method, to visit all targets in finite time, can be formally proved. Nevertheless, for the lack of space, we provide here just the proof guidelines, since the full proof has to deal with all the possible combination of cases. First we note that if a robot is a prime traveler then the time needed to reach and stay on its target is finite. Therefore, also the time between two consecutive prime traveler elections is finite. Second, we note that the election always chooses a robot among the travelers that still have to reach their target. Therefore we can conclude that if the total number of targets is finite, all the targets will be reached, thus ensuring the completion of the task in finite time.
V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
The proposed method has been extensively evaluated through randomized experiments in two significantly different scenarios. The first scenario is made of an obstacle free 3D space. The second, more complex, scenario includes a part of a town, as depicted in Fig. 3 . We used a fixed number of 10 travelers and an increasing number of connectors from 0 to 25, for a total of 10 to 35 robots. In every trial 3 targets are assigned to each of 5 travelers and 2 targets to each of the remaining 5 travelers, for a total of 25 targets per trial. The configuration of the targets is randomized across the trials. The same configurations are then repeated for every different number of robots.
The values used for the main parameters of the method are the following: σ = 6, s i = 3 m/s for all i, x M = 0.6s i , x c = 0.1s i , ∆t The plots of Fig. 4 show the evolutions of the statistical percentiles of the overall completion time and average traveled distance of the tracking robots in both scenarios. Both metrics clearly improve with the increasing number of connectors in both scenarios. The completion time roughly halves in both cases but the standard deviation in free space is lower than in the town. We believe this is due to the higher complexity of the town environment which may generate longer paths in some situations.
We encourage the reader to also watch the supplementary video at http://youtu.be/vmUkcCRGvHg where two different simulation cases are presented. First of all, we show an additional office-like scenario with physically simulated quadrotors. Four screenshots of this simulation are presented in Fig, 5 . In the video, the white arrow on top of a quadrotor indicates the prime traveler while the gradient curve from pink to blue is γ i and connects the position of the quadrotor where the path planning started (pink) to the current target (blue). The presence of a link between two robots is denoted with a colored line segment where green means a large weight W ij and red an almost zero weight (i.e, a link which is close to disconnection). The second part of the attached video shows instead a sped-up version of a typical simulation in free space. The visualization of the quadrotors has been omitted to better underline the features of the algorithm. Here the reader can appreciate the highly dynamic behavior of the graph under the local action of the decentralized target-visiting controller.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a novel distributed control strategy that enables multi-target exploration while ensuring a time-varying connected topology in both 2D and 3D cluttered environments. We provided a detailed description of the algorithm, a discussion on its stability and completeness and a complete set of simulative results showing the practicability, scalability and effectiveness of the proposed method.
In future work we want to provide full theoretical analysis of the system stability and an experimental validation of the proposed method with real robots.
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